REVITALIZE

FLUORINE COAT

Bianco Japan's Fluorine Coat is a specially formulated solution
designed to bring back dirty, faded, and chalked surfaces to a like
new look and protect them for years to come. With a simple
application of this unique coating surfaces will repel dirt and resist
damaging UV rays. After only a few moments of gently scrubbing
you can actually see the original colors underneath coming to the
surface. In combination with the Aluminum Cleaner, Stainless Steel
Cleaner, or Glass Cleaner, it provides a layer of protection to keep
the surface clean.
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FS-101

FLUORINE COAT
Dilutable: YES up to 1:2 wirh water
pH: 13
Coverage: approx 50g/m2 .17oz/sqrft
Solution: Water
Available sizes: 300g, 1kg, 2kg, 4kg
10.5oz, 35oz, 70oz, 140oz
Cost: please inquire
300g size is ready-to-use
1kg and above sizes are concentrates and may be
diluted with water

Before use test on hidden area
Be sure to use scrub gently to avoid scratching
Not for use on walking surfaces, slipping hazard (stairs, floors)
After long storage, shake well before use
Effectiveness does not deteriorate with storage
Always use proper safety equipment when handling chemicals
In case of spills wash with water and dry with towel
In case of eye contact rinse with water and seek medical aid
Idrink lots of water and seek medical aid
See MSDS for more details

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Apply the Fluorine
Coat to the target
area. Scrub gently
using a sponge scrub
pad until dirt is
removed. Work in small
sections for best results.

Use a sponge scrub
pad to clean surface.

Use a clean, dry
towel to dry and
polish surface.
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2. After wiping excess
coating off of surface
rub briskly with clean,
dry towel to polish
surface and finalize
coating.

3. Allow a few
moments for the
coating to penetrate
and dry.
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